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To BCG’s network around the world, 

 

For the fifth year in a row, the BCG Henderson Institute has teamed up with Fortune 

to produce the Future 50, an index of today’s companies that are most likely to 

succeed tomorrow. 

 

I often think of the Future 50 as a great example of what we can accomplish when we 

bring excellent teams together to shake up the status quo—in this case, developing 

a methodology that goes beyond traditional (and not always reliable) methods of 

predicting winning companies and instead uses AI to mine nonfinancial data for 

signals of future growth and the capacity to deliver against this growth. 

 

The resulting list is a valuable corporate vitality index, which has been able to 

consistently beat both the overall market and various growth indices. Since 

economies around the world first felt the shock of COVID-19 in late February 2020, 

total shareholder return for the 2020 Future 50 companies has been more than 2.4 

times that of the S&P 500. 

 

What does the 2021 ranking tell us about the direction of the global economy? Here’s 

a quick overview: 

• The technology sector continues to drive growth. 

• The rise of sustainability opportunities is reflected in a growing 

representation of green energy companies. 

• There are hot pockets of corporate growth—in China and the US—while areas 

such as Europe and the rest of Asia are falling behind. 

https://fortune.com/franchise-list-page/future-50-methodology-2021/?utm_medium=Email&utm_source=esp&utm_campaign=covid-nr&utm_description=weekly&utm_topic=fortune50&utm_geo=global&utm_content=20211206&utm_usertoken=CRM_319d92e8f7329397075aac2b3e397776be734f37
http://click.bcg-email.com/?qs=3b5f5e5a11fe6a0323ecb939fede649b3f525843657af558427246d1d9a7588cf7a12edb94544adf61ef6640917dc44a3b30deec642ca22ffec7ad80e25c7086


• Gender diversity continues to be an important factor in growth, with more 

women in executive and management positions at Future 50 companies. But 

it is still disappointingly rare to find women in the CEO spot. 

• Corporate resilience is critical to navigating turbulent times, as shown by the 

high number of companies new to the list this year, all of which were able to 

position themselves for growth during a crisis. 

This last point is such an important one. Vitality represents a company’s ability to 

rethink and reinvent itself, resilience that pays off during extraordinary uncertainty. 

 

I encourage you to take a look at the 2021 Future 50 List and analysis published in 

Fortune. It gives us an intriguing perspective of the corporate economy, both 

narrowly in terms of which companies are poised for success and more broadly by 

highlighting key trends in the economy at large. 

 

Please see below for related content. 

 

Until next week, 

  

 

Rich Lesser 

Global Chair 

 

  

   

Further Reading 
 

 

   

The Future 50: Growth Stocks to Bet 
on in an Unpredictable World 

The companies on the latest Fortune 
Future 50 list reflect some of the most 
salient shifts in the business 
environment, including those triggered by 
the pandemic. 

READ MORE →  

    

 

https://fortune.com/future-50/2021/search/?utm_medium=Email&utm_source=esp&utm_campaign=covid-nr&utm_description=weekly&utm_topic=fortune50&utm_geo=global&utm_content=20211206&utm_usertoken=CRM_319d92e8f7329397075aac2b3e397776be734f37
https://fortune.com/future-50/2021/search/?utm_medium=Email&utm_source=esp&utm_campaign=covid-nr&utm_description=weekly&utm_topic=fortune50&utm_geo=global&utm_content=20211206&utm_usertoken=CRM_319d92e8f7329397075aac2b3e397776be734f37
https://fortune.com/2021/12/02/fortune-future-50-index-2021-vitality-growth/?utm_medium=Email&utm_source=esp&utm_campaign=covid-nr&utm_description=weekly&utm_topic=fortune50&utm_geo=global&utm_content=20211206&utm_usertoken=CRM_319d92e8f7329397075aac2b3e397776be734f37
https://fortune.com/2021/12/02/fortune-future-50-index-2021-vitality-growth/?utm_medium=Email&utm_source=esp&utm_campaign=covid-nr&utm_description=weekly&utm_topic=fortune50&utm_geo=global&utm_content=20211206&utm_usertoken=CRM_319d92e8f7329397075aac2b3e397776be734f37
http://click.bcg-email.com/?qs=3b5f5e5a11fe6a03eff6993951c0319491974992f005c6dc6ec158b6fcd692a8ccfdf1c3398b53090d2cdb9a024917c20a3a5b20c7ecd1c1069168c1bfa022c7


   

The Imagination Machine 

Imagination is one of the least 
understood but most crucial ingredients 
of business. How imaginative is your 
organization? 

READ MORE →  

   

 

 

   

Transform for Resilience: An 
Imperative for Good Times Too 

Keep resilience on the transformation 
agenda. Change programs that prioritize 
growth, debt reduction, and operational 
flexibility realize the full value of 
resilience and build advantage for the 
next crisis. 

READ MORE → 
    

  

 

https://theimaginationmachine.org/?utm_medium=Email&utm_source=esp&utm_campaign=covid-nr&utm_description=weekly&utm_topic=fortune50&utm_geo=global&utm_content=20211206&utm_usertoken=CRM_319d92e8f7329397075aac2b3e397776be734f37
https://theimaginationmachine.org/?utm_medium=Email&utm_source=esp&utm_campaign=covid-nr&utm_description=weekly&utm_topic=fortune50&utm_geo=global&utm_content=20211206&utm_usertoken=CRM_319d92e8f7329397075aac2b3e397776be734f37
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2021/transform-for-resilience-in-good-times?utm_medium=Email&utm_source=esp&utm_campaign=covid-nr&utm_description=weekly&utm_topic=fortune50&utm_geo=global&utm_content=20211206&utm_usertoken=CRM_319d92e8f7329397075aac2b3e397776be734f37
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2021/transform-for-resilience-in-good-times?utm_medium=Email&utm_source=esp&utm_campaign=covid-nr&utm_description=weekly&utm_topic=fortune50&utm_geo=global&utm_content=20211206&utm_usertoken=CRM_319d92e8f7329397075aac2b3e397776be734f37
http://click.bcg-email.com/?qs=3b5f5e5a11fe6a03c5cee611977c5bc4c23efd2b45415d7c81d1f47e794bd4c8789245b4f73a21609a16f733a5fa7b6fca23064403792c0d20c2463da4e00a28
http://click.bcg-email.com/?qs=3b5f5e5a11fe6a03c6fb20ed6d6b2f1a5eb5e649e2402576aceb94fea81b351acddd98d4f30809627cade1b8a4ecacc8a99760053535062f1a14bd1ba93e0791

